
 

 
 
 
 
IBIA releases Spanish and Portuguese translations of the Optimum Betting Market Study 

26 October: The International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA) has released Spanish and 

Portuguese translations of the Optimum Betting Market study see original press release here). 

The study provides a unique insight into best practice regulatory models for betting around the 

globe and an analysis of IBIA operators’ market and integrity data covering $137bn (€115bn) in 

betting turnover per annum.  

In addition to contributing to the ongoing betting market and integrity discussion in Spain and 

Portugal, the translations have been published to assist the development of betting policy 

consideration across Spanish and Portuguese speaking Latin America. To that end, the study 

assesses the existing regulatory models in Colombia, Mexico and Argentina, and it is hoped that 

this will assist the development of betting regulation in other regional countries such as Brazil.  

H2 Gambling Capital valued the Latin American betting market at $1.3bn (€1.1bn) in gross win 

in 2020 and it is forecast to see a near threefold increase to $3.4bn (€2.9bn) by 2025.   

Khalid Ali, CEO of IBIA said: “The burgeoning Latin American sports betting market is an 

increasingly important focus for IBIA members’ business operations. It is also unfortunately the 

focus of corrupters seeking to manipulate sporting events to defraud betting operators. Indeed, 

between 2017 and the end of the third quarter of 2021, IBIA alerted the relevant authorities to 

112 cases of suspicious betting across 15 Latin American countries and 4 different sports. 

“It is hoped that this report will provide some assistance to Latin American policymakers, sports 

and betting operators in responding to the threat to the integrity of sport and to developing 

effective betting regulation. Integrity has been a core part of the betting market discussion in North 

America, with the integrity standards recently published by Ontario seen as a best practice model; 

IBIA would like to see this focus and approach replicated across Latin America and beyond.” 

The study was conducted by leading global gambling data and intelligence company H2 Gambling 

Capital, which was commissioned to evaluate various regulatory frameworks for betting around 

the world. Gambling trade associations BGC, BOS, EGBA, Jdigital and NOGA were also involved 

as project partners. The study, now available in English, Spanish and Portuguese, seeks to: 

- evaluate the regulation in 20 jurisdictions 

- examine the impact of product restrictions  

- determine the cost of match-fixing to regulated operators 

- provide an optimum betting market solution in the form of ten regulatory pillars 

 
The Optimum Betting Market report and additional animation graphics relating to the report can 

be found here. IBIA publishes quarterly reports covering the integrity alerts reported through its 

monitoring and alert platform which can be viewed here. IBIA can be contacted at info@ibia.bet.  
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International Betting Integrity Association 

The International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA), formerly known as ESSA, is the leading 

global voice on integrity for the regulated betting industry. Its monitoring and alert platform is a 

highly effective anti-corruption tool that detects and reports suspicious activity on its members’ 

betting markets. The association has longstanding information sharing partnerships with leading 

sports and gambling regulators to utilise its data and prosecute corruption. It represents the 

sector at high-level transnational policy discussion forums. www.ibia.bet 

Betting and Gaming Council  

The Betting and Gaming Council (BGC) is the standards body that represents the regulated 

betting and gaming industry, including land-based casinos, bookmakers and online 

operators. BGC membership consists of nearly 100 companies, including most of the world’s 

largest licensed online gambling operators and software providers. They provide regulated online 

gambling services to tens of millions of customers. www.bettingandgamingcouncil.com 

H2 Gambling Capital 

H2 - a global analyst company based in the UK - is widely recognised as the leading independent 

authority regarding market data and intelligence on the gambling industry. The intelligence 

generated by H2’s industry forecasting model has become the most quoted source regarding the 

sector in published company reports, transaction documentation and sell-side analysts’ notes, as 

well as in the trade/business media. Its databank covers over 230 world markets, circa 2m data 

points and 5-year forecasts currently to 2026e. www.h2gc.com 

BOS - Swedish Trade Association for Online Gambling  

The Swedish Trade Association for Online Gambling, Branschföreningen för Onlinespel (BOS), 

represents more than 20 B2C gambling companies and B2B game developers that operate on 

the Swedish market. All gambling companies that are BOS members must hold a Swedish 

licence. BOS works for a sound and safe gambling market characterized by strong consumer 

protection where all gambling companies have equal rights and responsibilities. www.bos.nu  

European Gaming and Betting Association 

The European Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) is the Brussels-based trade association 

representing the leading online gaming and betting operators established, licensed and regulated 

within the EU. EGBA works together with national and EU regulatory authorities and other 

stakeholders towards a well-regulated and well-channelled online gambling market which 

provides a high level of consumer protection and takes into account the realities of the internet 

and online consumer demand. www.egba.eu  

Jdigital - Spanish Online Gambling Trade Association 

Jdigital is a non-profit association whose main objective is to promote safe and responsible online 

gambling activity. Jdigital works to achieve a balanced and competitive regulation, which provides 

an open and safe online market. The association seeks to protect the interests of consumers and 
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gambling operators, ensuring operators comply with their obligations. Jdigital currently represents 

more than 80% of licenced online gambling operators in Spain, together with payment platforms 

and other related industries. www.jdigital.es  

Netherlands Online Gambling Association  

The Netherlands Online Gambling Association (NOGA) is the industry association and advocate 

for online gambling companies who are committed to a safe, responsible and attractive online 

offer in the Netherlands. NOGA promotes constructive dialogue and works in close cooperation 

and consultation with the Dutch government and other actors to achieve an appropriate legislative 

framework that provides for an open licensing system in which the consumer is protected and the 

integrity in the market ensured. www.no-ga.nl   
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